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Wiping Solutions

Engineered Products for Every Environment, Every Task

Whatever your wiping task, KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* 
can provide a wiper and dispensing system, which puts your effi ciency fi rst. 

Place your order today with your
local representative

Find your local distributor
www.kcprofessional.com/uk/distributor

Visit our website to browse the complete range
www.kcprofessional.com/uk

®/*Trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ©2011 KCWW Publication Code ID4601.01 GB 06.11

It is the employer’s responsibility to assess the risk of the task to be undertaken and determine the correct choice of wipers for the task. The manufacturer, Kimberly-Clark, does not accept any responsibility for the 
incorrect choice or misuse of wipers shown in this brochure. All care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is as accurate as possible at the time of publication, however errors may occur and 
legislation concerning personal protective equipment is under constant review and may change in the lifetime of this brochure. Accordingly, the specifi cations for the products may be subject to change. We would advise 
you to contact INFOFAX if you have any queries concerning the products shown or the suitability of such products for the particular task. Always dispose of used protective equipment in a safe and appropriate manner in 
accordance with European, National and Local environmental regulations.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE email your enquiry to infofax@kcc.com. We will respond within one working day.

REDUCE TODAY, RESPECT TOMORROW* is the KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* approach to sustainability. 
It begins with the understanding that the way we use resources today shapes the world of tomorrow. And it has led us to focus on 

reducing consumption at every stage of the product lifecycle – from design and manufacture to distribution and disposal. 
Reduction is the key to lowering the environmental impact of our activities as well as those of customers.

To learn more: www.kcpreducetoday.com

Reduce Today, 
Respect Tomorrow

More solutions
For a safer and more hygienic workplace, 
KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* can also supply:

Safety Solutions
Stay on top of today’s critical safety issues, with our 
coveralls, respirators and hearing protection. High-
performance personal protective equipment from 
JACKSON SAFETY* and KLEENGUARD* Brands.

Washroom Essentials
Maintain good hygiene standards with our market-
leading skincare, hand towel and toilet tissue washroom 
essentials. Choose from our two trusted KLEENEX® 
and SCOTT® Brands, hygienic formats and innovative, 
high-capacity dispensing systems.

For more information on our Safety and Washroom solutions, please visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk
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KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* is a leading global supplier for 
total health, safety and hygiene solutions. You can depend on us 
when you require reliable, high performing wiping solutions. 

That’s because we are totally committed to:

•  Personal service, maintaining strong relationships with every 
customer, assisting you in fi nding the best product solutions

•  Consistent high-quality, supported by industry accreditations 

•  Innovative products, that make a reliable and positive 
difference in all workspaces, refl ected by our global WYPALL* 
and KIMTECH* Brands 

•  Sustainability, always integral to the way we design, 
manufacture and transport our products

Through our work with customers around the globe, we understand 
the importance you place on improving effi ciency. That too is our 
number one focus.

We always create wiping solutions with effi ciency in mind, helping 
your workforce get the job done quicker, to a higher hygiene 
standard and for a better value.

Why choose 
our wiping solutions?

Understanding what 
is important to you
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With more than 30 years of wiping expertise, we understand the 
pressures of managing costs whilst maintaining high levels of 
hygiene and productivity. 

In putting your effi ciency fi rst, we will always deliver:

•  The most suitable products for each of your wiping requirements 

•  Cost effectiveness, giving a choice of dispensing systems and 
formats to help you to reduce wiper usage

•  Advanced technologies like HYDROKNIT* Material and AIRFLEX* 
Fabric, that perform wiping tasks better and reduce disposal costs

Putting your 
effi ciency fi rst

AIRFLEX* Fabric 
Large air pockets quickly absorb more 
water and oil, requiring fewer sheets 
to get the job done

HYDROKNIT* Material 
Ultra-absorbent and durable, this cost 
effi cient material can be wrung out and 
reused, over and again

Visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk

Did you know?
Independent market research at a 
number of locations tested WYPALL* 
L Wipers (with AIRFLEX* Fabric) 
against conventional 1-ply wipers, 
over a number of tasks.

8 out of 10 users preferred 
WYPALL* L10 Wipers. 1

1  Independent market research at a number of locations compared WYPALL* L Wipers
with AIRFLEX* Fabric with 1-ply conventional wipers over a number of tasks. 8 out of 10 
users preferred WYPALL* L10 Wipers over 1-ply conventional wipers.
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You can feel confi dent that our wiping solutions will safeguard 
all of your interests. Protecting your customers, your employees 
and reputation. 

Whatever your industry or work environment, enjoy peace of 
mind knowing that we maintain high quality standards through 
ISO certification and good manufacturing practice. We can 
provide general technical support to customers, ensuring all 
of your needs are being met. Our dedicated customer support 
team has in-depth knowledge about legislative and regulatory 
requirements across all sectors. They will be glad to advise. 

Plus, we address industry-specifi c needs, manufacturing wiper 
products that meet your certifi cation and compliance requirements, 
such as:

• Aviation Qualifi ed Product List (QPL)

• Food contact certifi cation in food service and processing industry

Meeting your 
compliance 
requirements 

Hygienic Innovations
Wiping solutions that reduce the risk of cross contamination

When hygiene controls are not followed, your reputation and costs 
are put at risk. For hygiene-critical environments, including food, 
healthcare and offi ces, we have a comprehensive and cost effi cient 
hygienic wiper product range. Designed to lessen the risk of cross 
contamination and enhance hygiene controls. These include:

WYPALL* X50/80 Colour Coded Cloths
Four colour variants, for segregated cleaning tasks

Effective single wiper dispensing and formats
Each wiper touched only by the user, reducing the spread 
of germs

WETTASK* Refi llable Wiping System
Enhancing user safety and reducing the likelihood of contamination 
and spillages through fully enclosed bucket.
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Product Design

Final Disposal Raw Materials

ManufacturingUse

Transport

Visit www.kcpreducetoday.com/uk

Like you, we consider the future of our environment to be very 
important. That is why KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* is 
committed to improving our environmental impact at every stage 
of each product’s lifecycle. We call this approach: 
REDUCE TODAY, RESPECT TOMORROW *.

Becoming more 
sustainable 

Our Wiper technologies can help you to:

•   Reduce the amount of product you use and throw away. 
Our patented HYDROKNIT* Material gives repeat use wiping, 
helping you use less and ultimately reducing landfi ll. 

•  Our WETTASK* Wiping Systems mean you control 
the usage of solvents, disinfectants and chemicals 
more effectively.

•  Buy products which reduce the usage of fi bres. All of our wipers 
made with AIRFLEX* Fabric use 17% less fi bre than standard 
fabrics. All our KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* European 
tissue mills are certifi ed to produce FSC products.

Did you know?
Kimberly-Clark was the fi rst to 
set the goal of obtaining  100% 
of our virgin wood fi bre from 
environmentally  responsible and 
independently certifi ed sources.

Reduce Today, 
Respect Tomorrow
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Across the entire range, we offer a wide range of performance 
options, formats and dispensing solutions. By working together, 
we will fi nd you the best wiping solution that is tailored to your 
exact needs and tasks.

When deciding what is most important with the task at hand, 
consider the following three areas. 

Selecting the right 
wiper for your need

Wiper Performance
What type of wiper characteristics 
do you require to complete 
your task?

•  Highly absorbent, faster and 
more effective?

• Strong and tear resistant?

• Resistant to solvents?

• Low lint?

• Coloured for task segregation?

•  Disposable or reusable products?

Dispensing Systems 
What kind of dispensing do you 
require for your task?

•   Would high capacity, a mobile system or 
hygienic single sheet dispensing be best 
in your environment?

•   Which size of wiping sheet would be 
most effective, but not wasteful?

•   Do you need a special system to reduce 
product damage or prevent wipers 
becoming contaminated?

Waste Disposal
What type of waste disposal 
do you need to consider?

•  Are you concerned about using less 
and throwing less away?

•   Is better wiping performance 
as important to you as the cost 
to the environment? 

•   Are you wiping hazardous substances?

1. 2. 3.
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This table illustrates specifi c wiping features and most appropriate 
usage, helping you to quickly identify the best wiping solutions 
for your needs. We will support you selecting the right solution 
for your application. Please consult the product pages for more 
specifi c examples.

Product guide

ABSORBENCY STRENGTH 
ROUGH 

SURFACES 
OIL & 

GREASE SOLVENTS 
LIQUID 

SPILLAGE 
DUST & 
GRIME

DELICATE 
SURFACES PRODUCT SOLUTION 

PAGE 
NO.

EXTENDED USE

WYPALL* X90 
Cloths

p.13

WYPALL* X80 
Cloths

p.14

WYPALL* X70 
Cloths

p.15

WYPALL* X60 
Cloths

p.16

WYPALL* X50 
Cloths

p.16

WYPALL* X80/X50 
Cleaning Cloths

p.17

LIMITED USE

WYPALL* L40 
Wipers

p.19

WYPALL* L30 
Wipers

p.20

WYPALL* L20 
Wipers

p.21

WYPALL* L10 
Wipers

p.21

SPECIALITIES

KIMTECH* Wipers p.23

WETTASK* System p.24

WYPALL* Microfibre 
Cleaning Cloths

p.26

WYPALL* 
Cleaning Wipes

p.27

Industry specifi c surface wiping solutions

Task specifi c wiping solutions

Visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk/wipers
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We understand the pressure of managing costs whilst 
maintaining high levels of effi ciency and quality. By working 
together, we can help to optimise your wiping effectiveness 
whilst reducing costs and waste levels. We supply an extensive 
high-quality range of products that support the entire Metal 
Manufacturing processes:

Metal Manufacturing

Products listed are suggestions only. For the most cost effi cient and effective wiping results, we always recommend that customers take up our full site analysis and trial. 
Ask your sales representative for details. 

Metal fabrication
When a piece or a sheet of metal is shaped or converted into a part, a component or even a fi nished 
product, processes such as grinding, cutting, forming or machining are used. 

Tasks involved are: general wiping

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* L30 Wipers, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes

Assembly
When components are joined to make a fi nished product through processes such as bolting, 
clipping, fastening, riveting or gluing.

Tasks involved are: general wiping

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X60 Cloths, WYPALL* L20 Wipers, KIMTECH* Disposable Microfi bres

Maintenance and planned down time
When machinery, tools and plant vehicles are prepared, repaired and cleaned on a regular basis.

Tasks involved are: general wiping

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* L30 Wipers, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes

Surface preparation and metal finishing
When a part or component has been fabricated, the surface needs to be cleaned and prepared, for example 
through sanding, shot blasting, solvent and chemical cleaning. Once the surface is prepared, it is then ready 
to receive a protective layer. Processes such as painting, cutting, or plating are used.

Tasks involved are: surface preperation and cleaning

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* L30 Wipers, KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* SXX Wipers, 
KIMTECH* Surface Preparation Microfi bre Cloths

Visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk/metal_products_equipment
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Products listed are suggestions only. For the most cost effi cient and effective wiping results, we always recommend that customers take up our full site analysis and trial. 
Ask your sales representative for details. 

Visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk

We understand the importance of balancing high-quality wiping 
with improved productivity and profi tability. Designed for the task, 
our wiping solutions get the job done to a high standard, fi rst time. 
Reducing wiper and solvent usage and ultimately your waste. We 
have a wide range of wiper products to better support specifi c 
transport manufacturing tasks:

Transportation

Surface preparation and metal finishing
When a part or component has been fabricated and the surface needs to be cleaned, prepared and fi nished, 
for example during panel preparation and painting in automotive applications. 

Tasks involved are: controlled and critical environment wiping, i.e. pre-paint applications in the 
automotive industry and fi nal painting in the aviation industry

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* L40 Wipers, KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* 
SXX Wipers, KIMTECH* Wipers

Maintenance
When machinery, tools and plant vehicles are prepared, repaired and cleaned on a regular basis.

Tasks involved are: general wiping

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* L30 Wipers, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes

Final finishing and delivery
When a fi nished product needs to be thoroughly cleaned prior to delivery to the customer.

Tasks involved are: delicate wiping, polishing, buffi ng and general cleaning

Product suggestions: KIMTECH* Microfibre Cloths, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes

Assembly
When several parts or components are assembled together to create a frame or a fi nished product. 

Tasks involved are: general wiping, controlled and critical wiping, i.e. engine assembly and fuel tank
cleaning in the aviation industry

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* SXX Wipers, KIMTECH* 
Sealant Wipers, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes
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Better cost management does not mean compromising on 
high hygiene standards. Designed to help comply with vigorous 
cleaning programmes, our food processing products are designed 
for ease of use and speed, minimising down time and supporting 
your brand success. During development, we have considered each 
processing phase:

Food Processing

Visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk/food

Products listed are suggestions only. For the most cost effi cient and effective wiping results, we always recommend that customers take up our full site analysis and trial. 
Ask your sales representative for details. 

Cleaning production debris/spillages
When food spillage or accumulation of ingredients have to be removed from the process to stop build up of 
ingredients contaminating the process.

Tasks involved are: wiping excess ingredients, spillages

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X50 Cleaning Cloths, WYPALL* L40 Wipers

Maintenance
When machinery, tools and plant vehicles are prepared, repaired and cleaned on a regular basis.

Tasks involved are: general wiping

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* L30 Wipers, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes

Deep cleaning
Set times when a line is stopped to be thoroughly cleaned and sanitised. 

Tasks involved are: cleaning and drying of machinery equipment, chemical wiping

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* DSX Wipers

Cleaning during product changeovers
When a line is used to produce different products or fl avours of the same products, changeover stops are 
required for the line to be cleaned to remove any traces of the previous products. 

Tasks involved are: cleaning and drying of machinery equipment

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cleaning Cloths, WYPALL* X50 Cleaning Cloths,
WYPALL* L40 Wipers
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In hygiene critical environments, our extensive wiping range 
can help to minimise the spread of infection and enhance 
patient confi dence. They are the safest choice, to help meet 
healthcare cleaning protocols and to reduce the spread of germs 
and cross-infection. Likewise, our patient products deliver better 
comfort and care.

Healthcare

Products listed are suggestions only. For the most cost effi cient and effective wiping results, we always recommend that customers take up our full site analysis and trial. 
Ask your sales representative for details. 

Patient care
When high patient throughput demands covering solutions which can be implemented swiftly between 
patients and when cleaning solutions are required to maintain the patient’s highest personal hygiene.

Tasks involved are: Cleaning, drying and disinfecting patients and covering surfaces

Product suggestions: WYPALL* L40 Wipers, WYPALL* L20 Wipers, KIMTECH* Absorbent Towels, 
KIMTECH* Medical Wipes

Maintenance of facilities
When maintenance of facility equipment and public areas is required to protect against incoming infection 
as well as potential cross contamination.

Tasks involved are: general wiping, disinfection wiping, task segregation

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cloths, WYPALL* X80/X50 Cleaning Cloths, WYPALL* 
L30 Wipers, WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes, KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* DSX Wipers

Food preparation and restaurants
When wiping systems are required in food preparation areas to mop up spills and wipe down surfaces and 
maintain cleanliness of restaurant facilities.

Tasks involved are: Mop up spills, cleaning of equipments and surfaces

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cleaning Cloths, WYPALL* X50 Cleaning Cloths,
KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* DSX Wipers

Cleaning and disinfecting
When healthcare facility areas are required to be maintained at the highest levels of hygiene, such as 
wards, patient treatment rooms, bedrooms and nursing stations.

Tasks involved are: Surface cleaning and disinfection, task segregation

Product suggestions: WYPALL* X80 Cleaning Cloths, WYPALL* X50 Cleaning Cloths, 
KIMTECH*/ WETTASK* DSX Wipers
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FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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The reusable WYPALL* X Cloths are absorbent and solvent resistant 
and strong enough to tackle tough tasks, whilst also designed to be 
cost and time effi cient. 

Using our patented HYDROKNIT* Material, WYPALL* X Cloths are 
manufactured by entangling pulp and polypropylene together using 
high-pressure water jets. Creating reliable wipers that keep their 
shape and can be used again and again:

•  Highly absorbent – can mop us spills, clean hands and wipe 
down machinery quickly

•  Strong and durable when wet and dry – ideal for tough tasks 
such as machinery cleaning 

•  Resistant to most solvents - ideal for applying solvents to a 
surface or cleaning down 

•  Contain no adhesives or binders, reducing surface residue

Our unique PowerPockets technology is now available in WYPALL* 
X60, X70 and X80 Cloths. Giving better absorption, improved cloth 
like feel and better scrubbing power. 

Built in pockets help trap dirt and grime quicker and more 
effectively, leaving surfaces cleaner and reducing waste.

WYPALL* X Cloths 
Reusable and strong NEW and improved absorption

Did you know?
WYPALL* X80 Cloths weigh 5 
times less than an average rag. 
By throwing away less, it costs 
you less.

Why not speak to our sales professionals to fi nd the right wiper for you?

FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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Highly absorbent
To mop up oil or water spills

Easy and intricate wiping
For machinery and small components due 
to high conformability

Feels like cloth
Soft enough to clean hands

Ideal for: 

WYPALL* X90 Cloths effi ciently improve workplace 
wiper performance:

•  Reducing product waste
2-plies of advanced HYDROKNIT* Material are bonded together, 
giving bulkier, stronger wipers that can reduce product waste by 
up to 35%1

•  Get jobs done quicker
 Combining polyester and wood fi bres, this 2-ply material creates 
a more absorbent wiper, for faster more effective wiping

•  Reduces risk of surface damage
Polyester fi bres create a soft and comfortable wiper, making it 
easier to clean diffi cult areas

•  Innovative controlled dispensing
Helping control usage costs and reducing waste further

WYPALL* X90 Cloths
2-ply material gives highest absorbency 

Did you know?
Incredibly, just 5 large rolls of 
WYPALL* X90 Cloths can absorb 
200 litres of oil!

For more information on WYPALL* X90 visit www.evolutionofcare.com/en/product-showcase 

1  Compared with WYPALL* X80 Cloths, assuming the same cloth use

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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Ideal for:

Heavy duty machine and 
part wiping
Cleaning rough surfaces without 
breaking up

Maintenance tasks
Wiping away grease, oil and absorbing 
heavier soiling

Prepping surfaces 
Rinsable wipers, for use with solvents 
or water 

Fast, high absorbency coupled with great tear resistance strength. 
Top performer in the range, WYPALL* X80 Cloths are a perfect 
replacement for rags:

•   Tear resistant, fast absorbing HYDROKNIT* Material
Strong enough to clean the roughest surfaces without 
falling apart

• Use with water and solvents
 Can be rinsed out and reused

• Roll and sheet dispensing formats
 To suit your needs

WYPALL* X80 Cloths
Extra strong, bulky cloths, for 
heavy-duty tasks

Did you know?
One sheet of WYPALL* X80 Cloth
is strong enough to lift a weight 
of 60 kg.

For more information on WYPALL* X80 Cloths visit www.evolutionofcare.com/en/product-showcase 

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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Ideal for:

Heavy maintenance
Economically wiping away oil, grease, 
grime and solvents from surfaces and tools

Tools and machinery cleaning
Wiping up cutting fl uids and 
protecting parts

Metal surfaces
Fast-absorbing, soft and bulky, for easy 
and effi cient cleaning

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

Even when wet, WYPALL* X70 Cloths stay soft, bulky 
and keep their shape:

• Long-lasting, effi cient absorbency
 Quickly wipes away grease, grime and solvents

• Easy to work with
  Stays soft and durable, wet or dry, and can use 

with solvents

• Cost effi cient 
 Just rinse out and reuse, cutting waste

• Multipurpose 
  Keeps tools and machinery clean, plus food 

contact compliant

WYPALL* X70 Cloths
Fast-absorbing, for 
medium-duty tasks

Why not try them for yourself? To request a trial or more information call your local sales representative today 

FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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Ideal for:

Applying lubricants 
and precision cleaning
Using thinners and solvents. Reaching 
tight creases and wiping down intricate 
machinery parts

Glass cleaning and wiping
Removing dirt, oil and debris

Cleaning fi nal assembly parts
Providing a high-quality fi nish

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

WYPALL* X60/50 Cloths

Created for light duty, general purpose wiping tasks, including 
glass cleaning, WYPALL* X60 and X50 Cloths are:

• Conformable and light-weight
  For delicate part cleaning, soaking up light spills, reaching 

diffi cult surface areas and hand wiping

• Suitable for thinner and solvent application
  Yet strong enough to scrub off adhesive, remove oil and debris

• Sized specifi cally for lighter tasks
  Giving consistent performance, helping to reduce waste 

and operational costs

Versatile and durable, for 
precision wiping

To test how precise WYPALL* X60/X50 Cloths are, request a trial or more information from your local sales representative today

Available for WYPALL* X60 only
FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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Ideal for:

Kitchen tasks, cleaning tables 
and counters
Cleaning down equipment and food 
preparation tools, wiping away oil and fats.
Rinse and reuse, lowering cost in use 

Industrial-scale food 
processing tasks
Ultra-absorbent and tear resistant 
for deep cleaning, changeovers and 
conveyor cleaning

Reducing the risk of 
cross contamination
Coloured cloths for each area/task, 
reducing germs spreading between 
washrooms, clinical and patient areas

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

WYPALL* X80/50 
Cleaning Cloths

Fast, ultra-absorbent, tear-resistant and longer lasting: 

• Four colour variants
  One for each cleaning task, reducing the risk of cross 

contamination, enhancing regulatory hygiene practices

• Rinse and reuse
  Optimal usage, increasing the life of every cloth, helping to 

reduce waste and lowering cost in use

• Two performance levels 
  Choose from high absorbency, longer lasting strength 

(WYPALL* X80 Cleaning Cloths) or a value hygiene wiping 
system (WYPALL* X50 Cleaning Cloths) 

High-performing for hygienic 
segregated cleaning tasks

Did you know?
Our WYPALL* X50/80 Cleaning Cloths 
contain fi bres which are PEFC certifi ed.

Why not try them for yourself? To request a trial or more information, talk to your local sales representative today

FAST-ABSORBING MATERIAL
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When you need a single-use wiper for mopping up spills, cleaning 
hands and wiping surfaces, this range excels. 

That’s because our unique AIRFLEX* Fabric structure, with large 
air pockets, absorbs more, and is stronger and thicker than a 
conventional tissue wipers’ structure. So fewer sheets are needed 
for each job. 

Ideal for cleaning up large surface spills, the WYPALL* L Wiper 
Range is both task and cost effi cient. It is also the preferred choice 
for 8 out of 10 users1. 

•  Unrivalled wet strength, thanks to unique fi bre structure, cleaning 
up spills fast without falling apart or becoming soggy. More than 
2 times stronger when wet, compared to conventional wipers2

•  Thicker feeling wipers, our WYPALL* L Wiper range is 19% 
more bulky than traditional paper wipers2, giving better hand 
protection. We don’t compress our wipers. So the fi bres are 
not fl attened 

•  Superior performance and faster drying time, reducing sheet use 
by up to 15%3, decreasing wiping time and reducing waste.

1  Independent market research at a number of locations compared WYPALL* L Wipers with 
AIRFLEX* Fabric with 1-ply conventional wipers over a number of tasks. 8 out of 10 users 
preferred WYPALL* L10 Wipers over 1-ply conventional wipers.

2  In laboratory tests, WYPALL* L40 Wipers were compared against main competitors’ 
3-ply wiper. The WYPALL* L40 Wiper absorbed 144% more water and 37% more oil. 
Wet cross - directional tensile strength was 121% higher. Bulk was 19% higher.

3  Independent market research showed that WYPALL* L10 Wipers, compared with 
a 1-ply conventional wiper, reduces the number of wipers used by 15%.

WYPALL* L Wipers 
Single-use reliability 

Did you know?
WYPALL* L Wipers are twice as 
absorbent as other light dried crepe 
wipers. It means you use 15% fewer 
to complete the same task. 3

Why not speak to our sales professionals to fi nd the right wiper for you?

HIGHLY ABSORBENT FABRIC
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Ideal for: 

Routine industrial cleaning and 
general maintenance
Cleaning up large liquid spills 
and leaks

Effi cient process line wiping
Rapidly absorbing spillages, minimising 
production interruptions

Patient wiping tasks
Outer layer soft enough for hand and 
face wiping, encouraging hygienic single 
use to minimise germs spreading

Utilising our unique Double Re-Creped (DRC) base sheet technology 
and AIRFLEX* Fabric, WYPALL* L40 Wipers absorb liquids, oil, 
grease and larger spillages fast:

• Highly- absorbent single use wiper 
  Unique sponge-like inner layer soaks up liquids fast, staying 

strong when wet

• Suitable for most surfaces, including hand/face use
 With soft, touchable outer layer

• Rolled and Folded sheet dispensing formats
 To suit your needs

WYPALL* L40 Wipers
Effi cient general-purpose 
single use wiper

Did you know?
With its large AIRFLEX* Fabric air 
pockets, a WYPALL* L40 Wiper 
absorbs double the amount of water 
compared to conventional wipers2 
and up to 37% more oil.2

Want to know more? Call your local sales representative today to request a trial or more information

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

HIGHLY ABSORBENT FABRIC
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Ideal for:

Oil spills
Soaks up oil and grease rapidly

Machine wiping
For lighter weight cleaning 
of machinery components

Wet surface wiping
Grid structure keeps shape, 
even when wet

See how much you might save in wipers. To request a trial or more information call your local sales representative today

WYPALL* L30 Wipers

If you are seeking a strong, absorbent single use wiper that is cost 
effi cient, WYPALL* L30 Wipers deliver on both aspects: 

• Touchable, lightweight cloth feel
 Making it soft enough for personal face/hand use

• Reinforced inner grid 
  Unique DRC structure for strong and absorbent wet 

surface cleaning

• Great everyday price
 Cost effi cient alternative to airlaid wipers

Exceptional performance, 
excellent value

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

HIGHLY ABSORBENT FABRIC
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   SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS

Ideal for :

Final assembly wiping
Water spills, spray and wipe jobs, 
drying and cleaning hands

Removing light soiling, smear-free 
spray and wipe fi nishes
Polishing glass, smooth surfaces 
and cleaning tools

Handy multi-purpose convenience
Quickly accessible to clean up water 
spills, dry and clean hands and wipe 
around food preparation areas

WYPALL* L20 and L10 Wipers are better than ever. Why not try them for yourself? Visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk

WYPALL* L20/L10 Wipers

If you are seeking value and versatility for everyday wiping tasks, 
our reliably absorbent WYPALL* L20 and L10 Wipers can reduce the 
number of wipers you use: 

• Fast absorbing textured multi-ply wiper
  Constructed specifi cally to clean light surface grime 

and mop up small spills 

• Gentle wiping
 For delicate polishing and removal of dust and grime

• A choice of high-capacity formats
 A variety of formats are available - Roll Control System offers 
 a more economical and effective way of wiping specifi cally for 
 WYPALL* L20 / L10 Wipers

For light, precise wiping tasks

HIGHLY ABSORBENT FABRIC
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22 Why not speak to our sales professionals to fi nd the right wiper for you?

Certain controlled tasks require very specifi c wiping products and dispensing systems. With this in mind, we applied our expertise and 
wiping technologies to create a premium-quality task-specifi c range that can help maximise effi ciency and productivity and reduce your 
wiping and solvent costs. 

KIMTECH* Surface 
Preparation Wipers
Giving precision and reliability in controlled and critical cleaning 
tasks for Transportation and Industrial Manufacturing environments. 

KIMTECH* Process Wipers
Strong, low-lint surface wipers for repeat use with cleaning 
chemicals and solvents within Transportation and the Industrial 
Manufacturing environment.

KIMTECH* Wipers 
for WETTASK* Systems 
Refi llable, fully enclosed wiping system, giving you greater control 
over solvent / disinfectant use and wiping costs.

WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes
Portable and solvent free wet wipes. Ready to use anytime, 
anywhere. Ideal for Industrial Manufacturing and Transportation.

WYPALL* Microfi bre 
Cleaning Cloths
Created for cleaning professionals, lifting and trapping 
surface dirt fast. Ideal for Offi ces, Healthcare and the Hotel, 
Restaurant and Catering industry.

Speciality wipers
Engineered performance 
for controlled environments

Did you know?
The WETTASK* System helps 
reducing the risk of cross 
contamination through its single-
sheet dispensing delivery versus 
the traditional reusable wipe and 
disinfecting system protocols.
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Choose from:

Sealant Wipers
Non-woven open structure, ideal for 
wiping sealant from tools and brushes

Tack Cloths
Removing sanding dust in industrial and 
manufacturing environments

Microfi bre Wipers
For automotive valet tasks, this cost 
effi cient, washable high-quality 
polyester/polyamide cloth does not fray

Process Wipers
Strong, low-lint wipers, ideal for repeat 
use with cleaning chemicals and solvents

Why not speak to one of our sales professionals to fi nd out the right wiper for your task? 

KIMTECH* Surface 
Preparation Wipers 
When precision and reliability is essential, the KIMTECH* Brand 
performs. Providing critical task cleaning solutions in Transportation, 
Healthcare and Manufacturing wiping tasks. Delivering controlled 
consistency when it matters. 

KIMTECH* Process Wipers
Strong, low-lint surface wipers for repeat use with cleaning 
chemicals and solvents. Great for wiping oils and grease and 
ideal for:

Printing and Automotive painting applications
Wiper is 100% silicone free 

KIMTECH* Wipers
Our family of KIMTECH* Wipers can meet your 
task specifi c needs:

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS
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24 Discover more about our WETTASK* Systems by visiting www.kcprofessional.com/uk/wipers today

Here is a new concept in wiping systems. We have created a 
refi llable, airtight wiping system. Giving you better chemical control 
and pre-moistened wipers specifi c to cleaning tasks in your sector. 
You simply add the solution of choice: 

• Enhancing hygiene and safety standards
  Pre-moistened cloths helping you to control solvent and 

disinfectant costs

• A fully enclosed system 
  To reduce cross contamination, chemical vapours and splashes, 

enhancing worker safety

WETTASK* DSX / DS Wipers

Giving you greater control over solvent /disinfectant use and wiping costs

Ideal for hygiene-critical Healthcare environments, requiring optimal 
infection control:

•  Resistance to mould and biological growth
  Chemically treated surface wipers, protecting patients in Acute 

and Primary Care zones

•  Longer-lasting protection
  Leaves fl uid on wiped surface, so disinfectant continues working

•   An alternative to sprays
Reducing wastage and giving better cost control

Just choose the KIMTECH* Wipers that works best for your task, 
then add the chemical solution you already use. Add up to 2.5 litres 
of solution or until the wiper is wet enough for your application.

WETTASK* Refi llable Wiping Systems
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Ideal for:

Industrial surface wiping
Using your chosen solvent

Surface preparation wiping
Using with solvents and harsh chemicals

Healthcare surface wiping
Using your chosen disinfectant / detergent

WETTASK* SXX Wipers
Designed specifi cally for solvent wiping and surface preparation, 
our refi llable and enclosed wiping systems instantly enhance 
safety and reduce the likelihood of solvent spillage. 
Ideal for: Industrial manufacturing and transportation.

Strong and absorbent, for low lint applications.

Aviation industry compliant 

Silicone free, pH stable, low lint wiper for use with solvents and 
harsh chemicals. Designed with the aviation transport sector in 
mind, all our WETTASK* SXX Aviation Wipers are BMS 15-5F 
and AMS 3819B certifi ed.

Did you know?
Our WETTASK* System reduces 
solvent consumption by at least 20% 
compared to traditional rags and 
other open systems.

Why not speak to our sales professionals to fi nd the right wiper for you?

BMS 15-5F / AMS 3819B

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS
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Ideal for:

Desk and surface cleaning
Lifting and trapping dirt effectively

Glass and mirror cleaning
Smooth texture of green Microfi bre 
Cloth, for streak-free refl ective surfaces 

Reducing the risk of cross 
contamination
One coloured cloth per task, maintaining 
high-hygiene clinical standards 

Discover more about WYPALL* Microfi bre Cleaning Cloths, visiting www.kcprofessional.com/uk today

WYPALL* Microfi bre 
Cleaning Cloths

For repeat use, our WYPALL* Microfi bre Cleaning Cloths 
can be washed up to 300 times, without affecting performance. 
Creating a more cost effi cient choice for busy cleaning professionals: 

• No need for cleaning chemicals
  Reducing your annual cleaning costs and helping you to be 

more environmentally conscious

• Four colour variants, for easy task segregation
 Helping to minimise cross contamination

• Designed to lift and trap surface dirt
 For faster more effi cient cleaning

Created for cleaning professionals

Did you know?
WYPALL* Microfi bre Cleaning 
Cloths absorb up to 8 times their 
weight in liquid.

Greatly increased cleaning power
Microfi bre Cloth

Surface is left clean, 
dry and polished

Lifts and
traps dirt 
and moisture

Only pushes 
dirt and 
moisture

Surface is left dirty and wet

Cotton Cloth

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS
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3

1

2

Solvent free, with added 
moisturisers
To protect hands and reduce skin dryness

Strong and durable
Removing oil, grease, and grime from 
hands, tools and machinery

Controlled single sheet dispensing
Reducing waste, and more hygienic as 
only user touches wiper

Why not speak to your local sales representative to fi nd the right wiper for you?

WYPALL* Cleaning Wipes
Pre-soaked, portable and ready to use 
anytime, anywhere

Ideal for manufacturing, engineering, maintenance, transport 
and service industries:

•   Removes stubborn grease and grime in one easy step
No need for gels, rags, soap or water

•   Effective moisturising system
Special formulation of natural and essential ingredients 
help reduce skin dryness 

•   Specially designed fabric 
Cleans quickly, effectively and economically

1.  Textured surface and advanced cleaning agent effi ciently break down and 
dissolve stubborn dirt and grime 

2. Absorbent layer soaks up and holds the dirt preventing it returning to the hands
3.  Smooth surface cleans off any remaining dirt whilst leaving the skin coated 

with moisturisers

SUPPLIED FORMATS TECHNOLOGY / CERTIFICATION COLOUR OPTIONS
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28 Why not speak to our sales professionals to fi nd the right wiper for you?

 Centrefeed Roll / Roll Control System
  Hygienic, single sheet dispensing, ideal for food areas
•  Patented roll design eliminates waste often caused by wiper 

streaming, saving you money
•  Easy, quick front loading and hygienic wipe clean surface that 

complies with HACCP
• Giving added assurance in busy food areas

 Couch Cover Dispenser
 Providing hygienic dispensing
• Can be fi xed on the wall near the treatment couches 
 for easy dispensing
• Protect couch cover from dust

 Large Roll
 High capacity for busy, high usage areas
•  Choose mobile dispenser with perforated large rolls to control 

usage and reduce wastage  
•  Mobile dispenser can be easily moved to point of use 
•  Also available with bin attachment for easy disposal

Our dispensing systems

Would high capacity, a mobile system or hygienic single sheet dispensing be best in your environment? We have 
created a complete range of practical and innovative dispensing systems to suit individual work environments. 

Throughout the design process, we always refl ect on your usage, hygiene, waste, maintenance and cost effi ciency 
needs, plus product damage and contamination. Making it easier for you to select a reliable dispensing system.

Did you know?
Our dispensing systems are 
designed to ensure that the 
right amount of product is taken. 
Helping you to control usage 
and reduce wastage. 
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29Talk to your local sales representative about the best dispensing options for your requirements

  Folded / Quarterfold Dispensing
  Best choice for immediate accessibility in 

specifi c work areas
•  Two systems presenting individual wipers in a splash proof, 

water repellent plastic polybag
• Protecting cloths until you need them

 Pop-Up Box
 Flexible system that controls usage
•  Ideal for cleaning or wiping on the move, the system offers 

controlled usage, while protecting the wiper 
•  Lower content of wipers compared to BRAG* Box

 Right Rag Box and Multi-Box
 For instant wiper action
• Giving you immediate access to wipers for emergency spills
• Right Rag Box available with WYPALL* X70 only
• Multi-Box available with WYPALL* X60 only

 BRAG* Box
 Mobile systems that control usage
• Ideal for cleaning or wiping on the move
•  System offers controlled usage, keeping wipers 

hygienically protected
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30 Interested in reducing your disposal costs? Talk to your local representative today

Poor performing products and unreliable dispensing can increase waste and consumption. 

As the cost of disposal is based on weight or volume, whether you are disposing hazardous waste or not, using a 
wiping solution that has superior performance combined with a controlled dispensing solution is critical to reduce 
your disposal costs and help support the profi tability of your business.

Our wiper products feature smart packaging solutions and considering your consumption, they are designed to 
reduce the amount you dispose of. 

Waste Disposal

Did you know?
Our roll control dispenser combined 
with our WYPALL* L20 Wipers 
helps you save up to 20% of product 
through single sheet dispensing, 
reducing the waste you dispose of. 
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Wiping Solutions

Engineered Products for Every Environment, Every Task

Whatever your wiping task, KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* 
can provide a wiper and dispensing system, which puts your effi ciency fi rst. 

Place your order today with your
local representative

Find your local distributor
www.kcprofessional.com/uk/distributor

Visit our website to browse the complete range
www.kcprofessional.com/uk

®/*Trademarks of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ©2011 KCWW Publication Code ID4601.01 GB 06.11

It is the employer’s responsibility to assess the risk of the task to be undertaken and determine the correct choice of wipers for the task. The manufacturer, Kimberly-Clark, does not accept any responsibility for the 
incorrect choice or misuse of wipers shown in this brochure. All care has been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is as accurate as possible at the time of publication, however errors may occur and 
legislation concerning personal protective equipment is under constant review and may change in the lifetime of this brochure. Accordingly, the specifi cations for the products may be subject to change. We would advise 
you to contact INFOFAX if you have any queries concerning the products shown or the suitability of such products for the particular task. Always dispose of used protective equipment in a safe and appropriate manner in 
accordance with European, National and Local environmental regulations.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE email your enquiry to infofax@kcc.com. We will respond within one working day.

REDUCE TODAY, RESPECT TOMORROW* is the KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* approach to sustainability. 
It begins with the understanding that the way we use resources today shapes the world of tomorrow. And it has led us to focus on 

reducing consumption at every stage of the product lifecycle – from design and manufacture to distribution and disposal. 
Reduction is the key to lowering the environmental impact of our activities as well as those of customers.

To learn more: www.kcpreducetoday.com

Reduce Today, 
Respect Tomorrow

More solutions
For a safer and more hygienic workplace, 
KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* can also supply:

Safety Solutions
Stay on top of today’s critical safety issues, with our 
coveralls, respirators and hearing protection. High-
performance personal protective equipment from 
JACKSON SAFETY* and KLEENGUARD* Brands.

Washroom Essentials
Maintain good hygiene standards with our market-
leading skincare, hand towel and toilet tissue washroom 
essentials. Choose from our two trusted KLEENEX® 
and SCOTT® Brands, hygienic formats and innovative, 
high-capacity dispensing systems.

For more information on our Safety and Washroom solutions, please visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk
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Reduce Today, 
Respect Tomorrow

More solutions
For a safer and more hygienic workplace, 
KIMBERLY-CLARK PROFESSIONAL* can also supply:

Safety Solutions
Stay on top of today’s critical safety issues, with our 
coveralls, respirators and hearing protection. High-
performance personal protective equipment from 
JACKSON SAFETY* and KLEENGUARD* Brands.

Maintain good hygiene standards with our market-
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high-capacity dispensing systems.

For more information on our Safety and Washroom solutions, please visit www.kcprofessional.com/uk
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